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 In the realm of dog competitions, particularly in activities like the obedience phase of working trials, judges play a 
 pivotal role in evaluating the performance of various breeds. One crucial aspect demanding keen attention is heeling, 
 where the dog walks closely and attentively beside its handler with precise movements. However, to judge this 
 correctly, it's paramount for judges to have a deep understanding of each breed's unique characteristics, especially 
 concerning their neck and forehand conformation. Let's delve into why this understanding is essential, focusing on 
 two distinguished breeds: the Malinois and the German Shepherd Dog (GSD). 

 The Malinois Breed Standard: 
 According to the breed standard of the Malinois, the neck should be well standing out, slightly elongated, rather 
 upright, well-muscled, broadening gradually towards the shoulders, and without a dewlap, with the nape slightly 
 arched. This unique neck conformation enables the Malinois to exhibit precise control and fluid movement, crucial for 
 tasks like heeling. 

 The German Shepherd Dog Breed Standard: 
 Conversely, the German Shepherd Dog breed 
 standard describes a slightly different neck structure. 
 The neck should be strong, well-muscled, without 
 loose neck skin (dewlap), and forming an approximate 
 45-degree angle towards the trunk. This robust neck 
 conformation allows the GSD to maintain balance and 
 execute precise movements during heeling exercises 
 and actual real world applications like tending sheep 

 Unintended Consequences: 
 In the pursuit of achieving a flashy appearance akin to 
 the Malinois, some handlers of German Shepherds 
 have begun training their dogs in a manner that 



 exaggerates their necks and arches their backs, deviating from the correct breed standard. Unfortunately, this 
 incorrect posture is sometimes rewarded by judges seeking a more striking presentation. Consequently, performance 
 breeders may inadvertently select for dogs that exhibit these unnatural and exaggerated forehand assemblies, 
 compromising the breed's integrity and functionality. 

 Why Understanding Breed Standards Matters: 

 1.  Judging Accuracy:  By comprehending the nuances of each breed's standard, judges can accurately assess 
 heeling performances. The distinct neck conformation of the Malinois and the GSD results in different head positions 
 and movements, which must be evaluated accordingly. 

 2.  Respecting Breed Characteristics:  Each breed has been selectively bred for specific tasks and purposes. 
 Understanding and respecting these characteristics through the lens of the breed standard ensures fair evaluation 
 and appreciation of the breed's capabilities. 

 3.  Safety and Welfare:  A judge's ability to identify correct neck conformation and movements is crucial for the safety 
 and welfare of the dogs. Incorrect heeling techniques due to misjudgment can lead to discomfort or even injury for the 
 dog and handler. 

 4.  Preserving Breed Integrity:  Upholding breed standards in judging promotes the preservation of breed integrity. It 
 encourages breeders to maintain the distinctive characteristics that define each breed, safeguarding their heritage 
 and purpose. 

 Illustrations can serve as invaluable tools for judges in understanding and assessing the anatomical differences 
 between the German Shepherd Dog (GSD) and the Malinois. By depicting the distinctive features outlined in the 
 respective breed standards, these illustrations provide a visual reference that can guide judges in determining what 
 constitutes correct conformation and movement. 

 For example, an illustration showcasing the neck and forehand assembly of a Malinois would emphasize its slightly 
 elongated, upright neck, well-muscled with a gradual broadening towards the shoulders, and devoid of a dewlap. This 
 depiction highlights the breed's unique structural characteristics, crucial for executing precise movements during 
 heeling exercises. 



 In contrast, another illustration focusing on the German Shepherd Dog's neck and forehand assembly would portray 
 its strong, well-muscled neck, without loose neck skin, forming an approximate 45-degree angle towards the trunk. 
 This illustration illustrates the robustness and balance required for the GSD to perform heeling tasks effectively. 

 By comparing and contrasting these illustrations side by side, judges can gain a clear understanding of the 
 anatomical disparities between the breeds and discern what constitutes correct versus incorrect conformation and 
 movement. Additionally, these illustrations can serve as educational tools for handlers and breeders, fostering a 
 deeper appreciation for breed standards and promoting the preservation of breed integrity. 



 While both illustrations may depict off-leash focus heeling, the difference in neck structure between the Malinois and 
 the German Shepherd would indeed result in distinct movement patterns. The Malinois, with its upright neck, can 
 maintain a more natural posture while heeling. In contrast, the German Shepherd, with its 45-degree neck angle, may 
 have to contort its back to imitate the Malinois' movement, resulting in a less fluid and potentially unnatural gait. This 
 difference highlights the importance of considering each breed's unique anatomical characteristics when training for 
 specific tasks or behaviors. 

 Additionally, the perceived "flashier" heeling style, imitating the Malinois' movement, can be physically taxing for the 
 German Shepherd. The contorted posture required to mimic the Malinois' upright neck position puts strain on the 
 German Shepherd's back and muscles, leading to discomfort and potential long-term health issues. Furthermore, this 
 unnatural movement doesn't present a realistic or relaxed picture of the German Shepherd, detracting from the grace 
 and ease typically associated with off-leash unassisted  heeling. It's essential to prioritize the well-being and natural 
 movement of the dog, considering their breed-specific characteristics, to achieve both effective and sustainable 
 training outcomes. 

 In the judging arena, these illustrations can be utilized as reference materials as visual aids during educational 
 seminars. By incorporating visual cues into the judging process, judges can make more informed assessments, 
 ensuring fairness and accuracy in evaluating heeling performances across different breeds. 



 Conclusion: 
 In dog competitions, judges hold a significant responsibility in evaluating performances accurately and fairly. When it 
 comes to heeling, understanding the breed standards of each participating breed, such as the Malinois and the 
 German Shepherd Dog, is paramount. The markedly different neck conformations of these breeds necessitate a 
 nuanced approach to judging head position and movement. By adhering to breed standards, judges not only ensure 
 fair assessments but also contribute to the preservation of breed integrity and the welfare of the dogs involved, thus 
 safeguarding the future of both breeds 


